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              Rezumat. O central  electric  de ine un cazan ce utilizeaz  lemn pentru produc ia a 10 MWe în regim de condensa ie. 
Cazanul este echipat cu gr tar oscilant, lemnul utilizat fiind tocat înaintea aliment rii. Dup  4 ani de func ionare, cazanul i 
combustibilul utilizat au fost supu i unor teste complexe, pentru a se determina eficien a func ion rii.  
 Lucrarea prezint  caracteristicile energetice ale lemnului utilizat pe perioadele reci i respectiv calde ale anului, 
randamentul cazanului i consumul respectiv de lemn, precum i solu iile ce se pot implementa pentru cre terea eficien ei.  
         Cuvinte cheie: abur, central  electric , de euri din lemn, randament. 
 

Abstract. A modern condensation power plant, with a unit power of 10 MWe holds a boiler which utilise waste wood. 
The boiler is equipped with a mobile grill. First of all, the fuel is crushed in a grinding mill. After 4 years of operation, the boiler 
was subject to complex tests to determine operating efficiency. The paper presents the energy characteristics of the wood in two 
different situations: in cold period and in hot period of the year. Also, in the paper authors present the boiler efficiency, the fuel 
consumption and the solutions that can be implemented to increase efficiency of the power plant.     
               Keywords: steam, power plant, wood waste, effiecincy. 

 
1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Overview 

 
A boiler of 35 t/h superheated steam feeds a steam 

turbine providing under operating a condensing a 
capacity of 10 MW. For economic reasons, it was 
given up cogeneration operation, the production 
watching only the electricity [1]. In this case, the 
return and the fuel consumption respectively have 
become essential. Of particular importance has 
proven to be also wood quality, humidity 
representing key size. Quality of wood, as its 
humidity varies depending on the source and season. 

These considerations have led to the need for an 
assessment of the boiler efficiency by calculation, 
evaluation followed by experimental testing [2]. 

Depending on the fuel consumption figures 
determined economic measures are taken to 
purchase fuel and for operating system [3]. 

The steam boiler has the following parameters: 
- Nominal flow, Dn =35 t/h; purge stream, Dp = 

0.03 Dn; 
- Nominal temperature, tn = 4500C; 
- Nominal pressure, pn = 40 bar; 
- The supply water temperature, te = 1100C; 
- The temperature of the combustion gas, tev = 

1900C; 
- Coefficient of excess air to escape, ev = 1.50; 

- Preheating air temperature, Ct p
0225 ; 

- Pressure of feed water, ep 45 bar; 
- Drum pressure, ts = 43 bar; 
- Coefficient of excess air at burner, p  1.15; 
- The prior preheating temperature of the air, 

pt t0 = 150C. 

1.2. Energy characteristics of wood fuel 

 
For 2015, two samples of wood were collected 

for the period of high humidity (sample taken from 
the warehouse in April 2015) and low humidity 
period (sample taken from the warehouse in 
September 2015). Wood samples were analyzed in 
the fuels laboratory from the Faculty of Energetic. 

 
Sample from April 2015 

The fuel used was a mixture of 3 wood fuel 
analysis of which referring to the initial state is as 
follows: 

*AK 420, a proportion of de 40%: Ci = 31.2%; 
Hi = 3.41%; Oi = 25.153%; Ai  = 1.307%;  
Wi

t = 38.93%; 
*MRN, a proportion of 30%: Ci = 29.86%;  

Hi = 3.71%; Oi = 24.14%; Ai = 1.06; Wi
t = 41.23%; 

* Rind, a proportion of 30%:  Ci = 16.9%;  
Hi = 3.8%; Oi = 20.81%; Ni = 0.6%; Ai = 8.1%; 
Wi

t = 49.79%; 
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It is also given the following data: 
- the ambient temperature , t0 = 150C; 
- the reference pressure, pref = 760 mmHg; 
- the reference temperature, pref = 00C; 
- the absolute humidity, x = 10g/kgaer 

Based on gravimetric participations and 
elementary analyzes the fuel equivalent was 
calculated: 

Cie = 26.5%; Hie = 3.62%; Oie = 23.54%; 
Nie = 0.18%; Aie = 1.02%; Wie

t = 45.14%. 
The low heating value was calculated with the 

Mendeleev relationship: 
 

ie
t

ieie
c

ieiei
i WOSHCQ 1.251091030339

 
resulting: kgkJQ i

i /2.9013 . 
 

Sample from September 2015 
The fuel used was a mixture of 3 wood fuel 

analysis of which referring to the initial state is as 
follows: 

*AK 420, a proportion of 40%: Ci = 26.5%; Hi 
= 2.83%; Oi =20.17%; Ai = 1.08%; Wi

t = 49.42%; 
*MRN, a proportion of 30%: Ci = 30.68%; Hi = 

3.90%; Oi = 26.22%; Ai = 1.1; Wi
t = 38.10%; 

* Rind, a proportion of 30%: Ci = 32.24%; Hi = 
5.7%; Oi = 18.85%; Ni = 0.7%; Ai = 3.2%; Wi

t = 
39.31%; 

Based on gravimetric participations and 
elementary analyzes the fuel equivalent was 
calculated: 

Cie = 29.47%; Hie = 4.01%; Oie = 21.59%; Nie = 
0.21%; Aie  = 1.72%; Wie

t = 43%; 
The low heating value was calculated with the 

Mendeleev relationship: 
 

ie
t

ieie
c

ieiei
i WOSHCQ 1.251091030339

 
resulting: kgkJQi

i /02,10688 . 

2. BOILER EFFIECIENCY AND FUEL 
CONSUMTION 

For the calculation, an indirect method was used, 
expressed by the relation [4]: 

 
rfexmchevi qqqqq100   (1) 

where: evq - is the percentage loss of heat by gas 
enthalpy from the combustion exhaust; chq - the 
percentage loss of heat from the incomplete 
combustion from chemical point of view; mq - the 
percentage loss of heat from the incomplete 
combustion from mechanical point of view; exq -

the percentage loss of heat to the external 
environment; rfq - the percentage loss of heat from 
waste discharged from the outbreak. 
 

Sample from April 2015) 
The analysis of slag and ashes collected 

(measurement of unburned carbon) resulted: mq = 
2%. The analysis of combustion gas (measuring 
CO) resulted in: chq = 0.15%. For ev = 1.35 and tev 
= 2100C, results kgkJtI evevg /1310, . 

 
At ;/05.5115 0

00
0 kg

kJ
aum tICt  

 ;/99.0;0 kgKkJctci anh
ccCO  

 ;01.0101.0 anh
c

ie
tapa

ie
ic cWcWc  

 kgkJikgKkJc coc /5.36;/43.2  
 
 evQ is calculated with the relation: 
 

0
01 0,01 ,

ev

m g ev ev ev aum co

Q
q I t I t i

      (2) 
 

kgkJ
Qev

/76.1179
5.3605.5135.11310201.01

 

 %09,13100
2,9013

76,1179100i
i

ev
ev Q

QQ  

rfQ is determined with the relation:  

kgkJtcAaQ czcz

i

czrf /,
100

                      (3) 

where 
1 1 0.2 0.8;

0.8918 /
cz antr

cz

a a
c kJ kg K

 

 kgkJQ rf /90.24008918.0
100

02.18.0  

 ;%032.0100
2.9013

90,2
100

i
i

rf
rf

Q

Q
q  

 %50.1/35 h
t

ex Dnfq  
 

The endpoint is determined i: 
 

100 13.09 0.15 2.0 1.5 0.032
83.228%

i  

The useful heat changed in the steam generator 
with the relation: 
 
 kWiiDiiDQ epennu ,                (4) 
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With Dp = 0.03; Dp = 1.05t/h; in = 3011 kJ/kg; 
i = 1108.66 kJ/kg; ei  = 459.86 kJ/kg, results:  

 kWQ u 98.24991  

Fuel consumption is determined by the relation:  

skg
Q

Q
B

i
ii

u /,
01,0

                          (5) 

 htskgB /12/331.3  

The steam flow rate of 40 t/h fuel consumption 
is 13.7 t/h. Belt scales indicated (the steam flow 
rate of 40 t/h) a fuel flow of 13.9 t/h. The error is 
below 1.5%. 
 

Sample from September 2015 

From samples: qm = 2%; qch = 0.15%. 

For ev= 1.35 and tev = 2100C, results  

Ig( ev, tev) =1477.83 kJ/kg. 

At ,/98.5915 0
00

0 kg
kJ

aum tICt  

;/99.0;0 kgKkJctci anh
ccco  

;01.0101.0 anh
c

ie
tapa

ie
tc cWcWc  

kgkJikgKkJc coc /49.35;/366.2  

Qev is determined with the relation: 

;,01,01 0
0

coaumevevevgmev itItIqQ
 

kgkJ
Qev

/43.1334
49.3598.5935.183.1477201.01

 

%48.12100
02.10688
43.1334100

i
i

ev
ev

Q

Q
q . 

rfQ  is determined with the relatio:  

kgkJtcAaQ czcz

ie

czrf /,
100

, 

where  

1 1 0.2 0.8;
0.8918 /

cz antr

cz

a a
c kJ kg K

                  

kgkJQ rf /90.44008918.0
100

72.18.0

%045.0100
02.10688

90.4100
i
i

rf
rf

Q

Q
Q      

%50.1/35 htfDnfq ex  

The endpoint is determined i: 

i = 100 - (12.48 + 0.15 + 2.0 + 1.5 + 0.045) = = 
83.825% 

The useful heat changed in the steam generator 
with the relation: 

 
kWiiDiiDQ epennu ,

 

With Dp = 0.03; Dp = 1.05 t/h; in = 3011 kJ/kg; 
i = 1108.66 kJ/kg; ei = 459.86 kJ/kg, it results: 
 kWQ u 98.24991   

Fuel consumption is determined by the relation: 

 ;/,
01,0

skg
Q

QB i
ii

u  

 htskgB /05.10/789.2  

3. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

To determine the efficiency, measurements 
were made by sampling the gas at the boiler end 
(after saving). In order to determine the 
composition and temperature of the combustion 
gas, an apparatus MAXILYYER was used. Figure 
1 shows the spatial point of taking the samples, 
point located after the boiler economizer in its end 
zone as defined by standards. MAXILYZER flue 
gas analyzer is certified by TUV SUD according to 
the new European standards EN 50379-2. 
Measurements using combustion gas analyzers 
also allow the determination of pollution emissions: 
CO, SO2, CO2 and NOx. The MAXILYZER 
analyzer determines loss due to the enthalpy of the 
combustion gas at the exhaust ( evq ) percentage 
below the efficiency index. The measurement is 
based on combustion gas composition, of the 
excess air and the temperature of the combustion 
gases out of the installation [5]. 

The experimental measurements were carried 
out in October 2015 for an elementary analysis of 
the wood equivalent for the cold season. 

Measurements indicated an average excess air at 
the outlet of the boiler 35.1ev and an average 
temperature of 2100C. For this case characterized 
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by clean pipes of the economizer (previous 
simultaneous blow), loss qev had values 

%04.1401.13evq  

 
Fig. 1. Arranging sample point at the end of the boiler  

 
Due to soiling, loss increased to qev = 15-15.5%, 

combustion gas temperature rising up to 220 – 
2250C. By the indirect method for calculating heat 
losses related to incomplete combustion will use 
the relations: 

 

i
i

antrantrantrczczcz
m

Q
CCaCCaA

q
100/100/32700   (6) 

 
where fractions of ash fallen and driven have the 
expressions: 
 

 
i

antrantr
antri

czcz
cz BA

AM
a

BA
AM

a ;             (7) 

 
Ccz i Cantr, representing the amount of combustible 
material fallen into the hopper, respectively driven 
by the combustion gases, %; Mcz and Mantr, flow of 
substance fallen or driven, kg/s; Acz and Aantr, 
content of sterile in the material fallen or 
respectively trained, %. 
 

[%]10001.01
...

22
mi

HHCOCO
ch q

Q

QVQV
q

i

           (8) 
Where the gas volumes COV , 

2HV ,… are 
determined to the extent of that gas in dry  
combustion gases, QCO, QH2, lower heating value. 
 

 %,
100

i
icz

i
czcz

rf QA
Aca

q                           (9) 

 
where ccz is the specific heat of the material fallen 
into the hopper; tcz- temperature of the material 
fallen into the hopper to discharge solid slag (it 

may equal 4000C). From the analysis in the 
University laboratory (unburned carbon 
determination) resulted: 
 

 
%97.2

%;9.16

an

zg

C

C

  
 The share of material fallen as slag was 
taken statistically below azg = 0.8;  resulting a 
share of driven ash aantr = 0.2. 
 By entering these values in the relation to 
determining the percentage of heat loss through 
incomplete combustion for mechanical reasons, it 
indicated:  
 

%05.1
02.10688

97.2100
97.22.08.0

9.16100
9.1672.132700

mq

 
Figures 2 and 3 show aspects of the evacuation 

of slag in the combustion chamber. 
 

 
Fig. 2.  Slag evacuation system 

 
When calculating the percentage of heat loss 

through incomplete chemically combustion it 
indicated: 

[%]2644.105.101.01
i
i

gu
ch

Q

V
COq  

 

   
 

Fig. 3. Slag appearance in warehouse  
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where CO in combustion gases  (analyzer) = 0.,035% 
(350 ppm). 

 kgm
CO

CV N

i
gu /,

536.0
3

2
 

where CO2 represents  the participation of carbon 
dioxide in the combustion gases  determined with 
the analyzer MULTYLIZER (CO2 = 13.8%). 

The value of the carbon in the equivalent fuel 
was: Ci = 29.47% 

It resulted: 

kgmV Ngu /,98.3
8.13536.0

47.29 3   

   
 %163.0chq  
  

The percentage loss of heat to the external 
environment is determined statistically by the flow 
rate of the boiler. 
 

)( Dnfq ex =f (35 h
t ) = 1.50%. 

 
Having the components of the percentage of 

heat loss, the efficiency of the boiler for operating 
a representative situation corresponding to the set 
of measurements, it indicated: 

 
i =100 - (14.01+0.163+1.05+1.5+0.069) = 83.208%. 

  
The representative value measured falls within 

the ranges previously calculated and presented. 
This value is validated by the fuel consumption 
measured during the experiments. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The 35 t/h steam boiler for wood waste presents 
a good operating efficiency for all types of wood 
used throughout a year. 
The output value obtained by calculation has been 
confirmed by experimental measurements. The 
main loss of the efficiency is represented by the 
high enough temperature of the combustion gases 
evacuated from the boiler. Based on this finding a 
set of measures will be developed to increase 
boiler performance. 
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